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Training: GRREPAIR-7 is sufficiently trained to act as the P/A but
GRBEPAIR-17's W/T training is only partial. It is hoped that GR-
REPAIR-17 will become operationally proficient before the and of 1962.

Equipment: The W/T equipment caches are at present in Vienna awaiting
a convenient time for emplacement on GRREPAIR-17 1 8 property. It is ex-
pected that this equipment will be cached before onset of winter 1962.

Field  Evaluation: GRREPAIR-7 is most cooperative, eager and reliable,
and in our opinion will be there when we need him. Due to his age and
health, he should be able to maintain himself in his present location.

GRREPAIR-17 is a slower reacting and more reflective man than GRREPAIR-7
but gives all appearances of being a man of his word. It is our best
judgment that he will come on the air when and if we need him. He should
be able to stay in his present location, and if not, has an Alm in the
mountains to which he can withdraw.

As reported in EASA-5635, 16 April 1962, the GRREPAIR-7 and -17 team is intact
as a result of GRREPAIR-17 1 s decision to continue to cooperate. Contact will
be maintained through GRREPAIR-7 who has been assigned to GREBB-60.

Both agents have been paid through June 1962 (AS 500. per month for GRREPAIR-7
and AS 250. per month for GRREPAIR-17) and will continue to receive this re-
tainer until GRREPAIR-17 has been fully trained.

On 6 June GRREPAIR-7 notifiedE hat he expects to undergo a gastrectomy
for an ulcer and will thus be unable £--17)take part in a planned training session
with the 10th Special Forces Group at Bad Toelz, Germany.

2. UW AREA VIII.

GRICE -IL,

Training: Complete. GRICE is rated as an excellent W/T operator.

Equipment: GRICE has two complete communication sets (RS-1 and RS-6)
cached.

Field Evaluation: GRICE has the ability and training to come on the air
when needed. Whether or not he does will be determined by many factors
beyond our control. He is a very successful, intelligent and independent
individual who will undoubtedly decide for himself when the time comes.
It is our opinion that he will in fact become active on our behalf, but he
will also be very careful not to endanger himself. He does not fit the
description of a hero. If he is forced to go black and head for the woods,
he can rely on the many friends he made as a country veterinary.

d his last meeting with the agent on the a ve date. To facili-3
..As of 21	 ch 1962 GRICE has been handled from SOB by(50

f,ate communication, GRICE has been given the GREBB-60 address. Ip_addition to

will take advantage of his fairly frequent trips to Vienna to maiaain periodIA
this he has an emergency telephone number in the Vienna Station. C__

contact with GRICE.

GRICE was scheduled to come to Munich for his yearly refresher training on 29
April but wrote a letter (to GREBB-60) explaining that he would have to post-
pone the trip until July because of un 	 cted usiness. In order to determine
a new mutually agreeable training date,L	 will contact the agent in
Vienna on his next trip East.

The attached contact report (OR-196, 13 November 1961) summarizesL
only extended meeting with the agent.
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Category II Areas

1. UW AREA II.

r---
A. GRIMPASTEL

Traininv Complete. He is not only a very competent W/T operator but
now possesses the basic skills of UW-CW tactics.

Equipment: Complete. He is equipped with two complete WIT sets and
several other supplementary caches containing such things as gold and

-weapons.

Field Evaluation: If this man is alive he will be on the air at the
proper time. He is, in our opinion, the most able and reliable GRCROOND
asset. His critical job with the local power company may allow him to re-
main in the city, if not, he is trained to exist black in the mountains.

GRIMPASTE, a singleton radio operator, is fully trained and equipped and is the
primary agent covering UW Area II.

On 20 October 1961. QB;MPASTE was introduced to
by	 _JThe turnover to a new case officer went as smoothly :1
antrdipated. GRIMPASTE is the ideal type of agent for staybehind because he
is very security minded and requires an absolute minimum of hand-holding.

The obsolete cryptographic material was unearthed and handed over to
at the 20 October meeting.

As usual GRIMPASTE came to the last two meetings with a list of requirements
including a pistol to be cached near his communications equipment, a survival
handbook and some accessory equipment for his 1 Tri29 tape recorder. We will
be able to satisfy his requests for the recorder equipment and a survival man-
ual.

As reported in ELSA-5665, 5 June 1962, GRIMPASTE underwent a very successful
week of training with the 10th Special Forces in Bad Toelz, Germany.

B. GRBLAMED.31E, 

Training: Complete. His performance as a W/T operator has some rough
spots,  but he retains enough to be able to come on the air when needed.

Equipment: . Complete. Two communication caches (RS-1 and RS-6) were put
down October 1961.

Field Evaluation: GRBLAMED-31 is a rather phlegmatic soul who does not
evidence a burning drive to support the cause, but will in our opinion
be willing and able to COMB on the air when needed.

GRBLAMED-31 is a contingency MIT operator for UW Area II.

[11	
Dintroducedg-	 *')(asL..„ to GRBLAMED6-31 on

21 October 1961. At this mee ing arrangements were made to put down his com-
munications caches on 28 October 1961. With the successful emplacement of the
communications equipment (RAsk-5579, 4 January 1962) the agent is now fully
trained and equipped. Future contact will be limited to the annual training
session and the meetings necessary to arrange such training.

3

C. GRIAUNCH-2 and GRIAUNCH-A/ 

Training: Complete. Both are competent WIT operators and are now trained
in the new signal plan (GRLAUNCH-A/9 through GRIAUNCH-2).
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Equipment: Incomplete. Both have two sets cached (RS-1 and RS-6) and only
lack the new signal plan and related crystals. It is expected that these
plans and crystals will be issued in the next few months.

Field Evaluation: GRIAUNCH-2 has good stayability and appears to have the
desire and loyalty to enable him to come on the air under even the most
difficult circumstances. GRLAUNCH-A/9 has somewhat poorer stayability and
drive but with the help of GRIAUNCH-2 should be an asset that could be
counted on.

As previously reported these agents are to be kept as contingency assets and
provided with the new BYCINK/U signal plan, associated crystals and new acti-
vation instructions. The signal plans and crystals are being held in SOB un-
til the agents can be recontacted for issuance. GRLAUNCH-2 was trained in
Frankfurt from 1-5 November 1961 on the new system and achieved a "very good
to excellent" rating. EUCA has requested that GRLAUNCH-A/9 undergo this train-
ing in the new signal plan. This will,he_taken Up with thp agent at the ear-
liest opportunity. It is planned that
one-time contact with the GRLAUNCHERts 	 smuch as he has eviouhandle 

this
sly been ex-

posed to them.

2. UW AREA. IV.

r_A. GRREPAIR-6.t 3 and GRREPAIR-18::
Training: Both have completed instruction in basic clandestine theory,
security, Dead Drops and Evasion and Escape. GRREPAIR-18 has not com-
pleted even basic W/T training.

Equipment: GRREPAIR-18 is in possession of a BT-8 self-training unit.
No other equipment has been issued to these agents.

Field Evaluation: GRREPAIR-6 has fairly decent stgyability by virtue of
his rather innocuous employment, however, his close association with GRSNOW
and thereby the OeVP may have a negative effect. It is our opinion that
GRREPAIR-6 will probably become active after the commencement of hostili-
ties, but we do not expect him to be particularly effective. A factor
which we are not yet able to judge is that he now has an enlarged family.

GRREPAIR-18 will undoubtedly be forced to live and operate "black". He is
possessed of a fair amount of personal courage and ingenuity and probably
would be able to exist under a "black" situation. We are not, however,
very sure that he is sufficiently well motivated to stay behind and per-
form his communications tasks. Moreover, we are not convinced that he will
ever complete his W/T training.

ese agents have been-seen...only tNice during the report 	 period, but we have
kep track of their activities through our monthly meetings th GRSNOW.
GRREPAIR-18 has twice been scheduled to take WIT training in Frankfurt, but it
was cancelled on both occasions, once due to conflicting time schedules and the
first time (October 1961) because he was appointed to a new position for which
he had to undergo a four-week course in Graz. We have presently scheduled a
training session in August and have asked EUCA to be especially critical of
GRREPAIR-18's performance. This entire subject has been dealt with in EASA-
5674.

r--
B. GRGIVING/

Training: Complete. GRGIVING is a competent WIT operator and maintains
his proficiency at a serviceable level.

Equipment: Incomplete. The agent only lacks his new signal plan and cypher
cache to complete his equipment issue (RS-1 and RS-6). This cache should
be emplaced before the onset of winter 1962.

J
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Field Evaluation: GIVING plans to return to his ancestral home (site
of caches) in the event of hostilities and should be able to operate there
with little difficulty. He can be counted on to come on the air when
needed.

As in the case with GRICE, GRGIVING is a sta behind_asset presently living in
the Vienna area and has been turned over toj 	 of SOB (21 March 1962)
for continue handlijj. Communication is p 'ded 11 the GREBB-60 address. As
with GRICEJ	 kill visit GRGIVING during his trips to Vienna.

On 4 November 1961T-- %nd GIVING made another abortive attempt to ex-
change the agent 's *rypto mterial cached in the Ebensee area and were forced
to await the arrival of spring by a snow storm. This expedition provided an
opportunity for the new case officer to get to know this rather interesting
individual.

GRGIVING is now over the hump and can no longer be classified as a starving
young artist. He recently received a commission from the City of Vienna to de-
sign and sculpt a monument in stone to be placed at the new Autobahn intersection
South of Vienna. The monument is a pyramidal group of human figures in the mo-
dern style and four meters high. The whole thing is to stand on a three meter
base. GRGIVING is justifiably proud of the recognition indicated by this com-
mission and not a little gratified to see the AS 100,000.00 added to his bank ac-
count. Success does not seem to have gone to his head and he is the same old
happy-go-lucky Bohemian character he always was. He loves to drink and is a
fascinating conversationalist, especially on the subject of art. His usefulness
as a staybehind radio operator seems to be in no way adversely affected by his
professional success.

GRGIVING plans on taking his annual w/T refresher course from 21 July to 28 July
1962.

C. GRAVIMETRY-47

TrapAsE: Complete. The agent's code speed has suffered from inactivity,
but he still retains the basic skills for operational contacts.

Equipment: Incomplete. The new cypher and crystal cache must be exchanged,
for the old during the current season of good weather.

Field Evaluation: This agent's stgyability is the best in the GRCROOND or-
ganization because of his age and physical disability. He also appears to be
the solid, loyal type that will come on the air when the time comes.

GRAVIMETRY-4 was turned over.to
on 18 October 1961.r	 k agent tnree more times dur g December to fur-
nish him some acces ry code rrractice equipment. Aside from the fact that his
code speed has fallen off, GRAVIMMTRY-4 is readyp willing and able to come on the
air if the balloon goes up. His amputation (arm) very nearly assures his stay-
ability and he has indicated that he is capable of performing the necessary W/T
functions. He now has all the necessary practice equipment to remedy his lack of
code speed; all he has to do is use it.

On 29 May 1962 GRAVIMETRY-4 informeC	 that he doesn't believe he will be
able to come out for the annual suMme refre er training because of his wife's
illness. She has never fully recovered from complications resulting from child
birth and suffers from various intestinal problems which will require her under-
going a period of treatment this summer and this will require GRANIMETRY-4 to re-
main home with their 15-month-old daughter. He hopes to at least be able to get
away for a long weekend of training in the fal 	 By the next meeting (10 August
1962), we should know more about his schedule. 	 rave GRAVIMETRY-4 AS
1,000.00 to help defray the expenses of his wi is treaiitrerit.
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3. UWAREA VI.

A. GRREPAIR-91,_

Training: This agent is not a W/T operator and has therefore only been
trained in general clandestine operations principles.

Equipment: None.

Field Evaluation: This agent can be counted on when needed, if he can re-
main free. He as others of the GRCROOND organization will probably have to
go black because of his general social position.

	

-1 introduce	 to GRREP	 9 on

	

November 1961. --Nothing has	 pened to GRREPAIR-Y sinc he las meeting
that would direct his value to KURkRK as a P/A. He is doing well in his work
as a travelling hardware salesman (just bought a new Mercedes 180-D), but is
looking forward to getting a job that won't require so much travelling. He re-
fused a position of buyer in a factory some 30 kilometers from his home when
the director of one of the local factories told him to wait awhile and he could
have such a job closer to home.

The next contact will be sometime in the spring of 1962 when he plans a trip
to Munich on business.

B. GRREPAIR-151.„

Training: Complete. The agent is a competent W/T operator.

Equipment: Complete. Two complete sets (RS-1 and RS-6) were cached for
him during the summer of 1961.

Field Evaluation: It is our opinion that this man will be willing and able
to come on the air when needed. His stayability should be quite good due to
his-job (steel mill) and his physical disability (one eye). It will require
more attention and perhaps more money to keep him happy during the present
period of quiescence, but when the chips are down, he can be counted on.

As previously reported, this W/T agent is considered operationally ready, but
it has been recommended that he be given more training to take some of the
rough edges off his W/T operating. Accordingly he spent a week in Frankfurt
in December (2-9 December 1961) and plans to take another week of training as
soon as he can spare the time.

It has become obvious that GRREPAIR-15 is becoming strapped for funds by the
construction costs of the house he and his cousin are building. He sold his
car and ploughed the money into the building and is now casting about for more
funds. He told,'	 \at he feels he needs more frequent training sessions
to keep fresh. 4d-though MI may honestly feel he needs more practice, it is

Las
\opinion that the money he makes is a strong inducement to undergo

much tiaining as possible. In any event it does not appear that GRREPAIR-15's
hunger for money seriously effects his usefulness to 1MARK.

Attachment: QR-196, 13 November 1961 H/W

-DZstribution:
EE w/Att.

2 - Vienna w/Att.
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Contact with MICR on 8 and,Z November 1961 to Turnover

	

Agent to	 \Ind Conduct an Inspection
of Cache Site in *Mohr im adrixlee

	

ABNANORMXNTS: The	 ti&1 meeting on 8 November was at up OY(
L	 1kt a previews meeting.	 )d(L	 kat IAN& at the Oen•

Wort:4r, Vienna* at 1600. meeting lekted until-i7-0 where q/O • to ruened off
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N	
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to a Vbrief
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e
RG 

made forfor GRIC
and GRICR

to pick
drare bat to Wieeer Peusteeit in

his I;t the Behnhof in
Wiener lemsta4t the following day for a v 	 Mvisit to *ohr im Geb evel to inspect
the cache site.

rulvas CONTACT: GRICI wan tell that L.	 -jould beeome ultimately respone
Able for **tact el him	 would continue to meet him until
spring wileaL	 ,would probably be 1eaving Vienna. Neat °outset in Vienna
mas enema!' byL	 (Yr early in remember.

....E0PlageBel 8 November Contact in Vienna

h/s/9
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SECRET

13 November 1961

C	 D

The initial meeting in the e4. on the 8th was conducted p71r coffee, and seemed
to se verr simotb3.10: 	 (es introduced as(

The first business was to agree upon a mutually coomenient time to conduct SD Lem
speetion of the *Rohr in Gebirge* cache, GINICM preferred to undertake the trip
on the weekend, but ehen informed that	 had to leave Vienna no later than
Friday night ( et C;17 amtm:14?ad a 	 ihet vi GRWAIR...9 scheduled for Saturday,
11 November), MICR :_e 	, he teke time from work the next day and make the trip.
It was arranged thatLi	meld take the 0935 train from Vienna arriving in
Wiener Neustadt at 103E. CidI suggested that there might be too much anew at the
cache site (1000 meters high) but GRIM insisted that there would be no problem.
It seamed obvious that GRIM was most anxious to make this trip and his primary
motivation seemed to be to get a better look at the nay C/O, and to alley him the
opportunity of showing the new 010 his "empire.

The business of reserve emergency supplies was again brought up by GR/C34 (Re
had earlier requested a eras each of Maxwell Hoosee of fee, canned milk and Ansi-
can corned beef.) Agent was informed that we would be 'oat happy to per for such
supplies if we could figure out some secure moms of acquisitioc. It was suggeated
that GRICR purchase the it 	 on the Austrian or German ecouogy	 submit a All.

„Agent	 . to make the attempt. (Note at 9 November meeting agent tritereed
(	 tbad„Apteriggn earned beet MSS unobtainable ,.-an the open Austrian market at

(said he would look into the matter further.) The question
of the value of cord beef came to GRIM:vs attention when heves called in to ills.
*peat some emergency supplies in the handl, of the Austrian Red Orme and ran across

SRCRET
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On the basis of this abort contact with °RICE, it is quite apparent that we
are .4i.1 fig with an extremely &mealtime, proud and oaptble individual. it
is meet difficult to aeoertaip the agent's motivation for continued °onto*,
and for this reesonfr art17 eagerly looking forward to the spring
tug session which andald	 a better opportunity for asesoseeet»

sns* it is this Vo's opinion that to be seen with aim in the ostob.
7371717ea or in Wiener Neustadt does not represent a security bawd, bemuse
the agent is2,,.yeceiving foreign visitors and guests. (In the few
days prior to	 visit the good noktoro entertained a group of American
veterinarians and a group of British visitors.)

r--
MOM GRICS will straighten out the financial matters withL
TE;DI■xt meeting. The primary expense was the rental of a VW'for the
inspection trip. ORIOS also insisted an paying for the lunch in the Anstetan
%anthems° (circa AS 26).

FUTONS 91/00 AMON AJWIRpt

1. Neergenay smalls

a. 1 ease of earned beet

b. geiger coaster


